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1. WESE project synopsis
The Atlantic seaboard offers a vast marine renewable energy (MRE) resource
which is still far from being fully exploited. These resources include offshore
wind, wave, and tidal energies. This industrial activity holds considerable
potential for enhancing the diversity of energy sources, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, and stimulating and diversifying the economies of coastal
communities. Therefore, the ocean energy development is one of the main
pillars of the EU Blue Growth strategy. While the technological development of
devices is growing fast, their potential environmental effects are not wellknown. In a new industry like MRE, and in the Wave Energy (WE) sector, in
particular, there may be interactions between devices and marine organisms
or habitats, that regulators or stakeholders perceive as risky. In many instances,
this perception of risk is due to the high degree of uncertainty that results from
a paucity of data collected in the ocean. However, the possibility of real risk
to marine organisms or habitats cannot be ignored; the lack of data continues
to confound our ability to differentiate between real and perceived risks. Due
to the present and future demand for renewable energy, marine resources
and space, human activities in the marine environment are expected to
increase, which will produce higher pressures on marine ecosystems, as well as
competition and conflicts among marine users. This scenario poses several
challenges to permitting/consenting of commercial-scale development of
these activities. Time-consuming procedures linked to uncertainty about
project environmental impacts, the need to consult with numerous
stakeholders and potential conflicts with other marine users appear to be the
main obstacles to consenting WE projects. These are considered as nontechnological barriers that could hinder the future development of WE in EU.
This is the case of Spain and Portugal were, for instance, consenting
approaches remain fragmented and sequential. Consequently, and in
accordance with the Ocean Energy Strategic Roadmap, published in
November 2016, the main aim of WESE project consists on overcoming these
non-technological barriers through the following specific objectives:
• Development

of

environmental

monitoring

around

wave

energy

converters (WECs) operating at sea, to analyse, share and improve the
knowledge of the positive and negative environmental pressures and
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impacts of these technologies and consequently a better knowledge of
real risks.
• The resulting data collection will be used to apply and improve existing
modelling tools and contribute to the overall understanding of potential
cumulative pressures and impacts of larger scale, and future, wave energy
deployments.
• Development of efficient guidance for planning and consenting
procedures in Spain and Portugal for WE projects, to better inform decisionmakers

and

managers

on

environmental

real

risks

and

reduce

environmental consenting uncertainty of ocean WE, introducing the Risk
Based Approach suggested by RiCORE, a Horizon 2020 project, which
underlines the difficulties for developers with an existing fragmented and
sequential consenting approach in these countries;
• Development and implementation of innovative maritime spatial planning
(MSP) Decision Support Tools (DSTs) for Portugal and Spain for site selection
of WE projects. The final objective of such tools will be the identification and
selection of suitable areas for WE development, as well as to support
decision makers and developers during the licensing process. These DSTs
will consider previous findings (both environmental and legal, found in
RiCORE) and the new knowledge acquired in WESE in order to support the
development of the risk-based approach mentioned in the previous bullet
point);
• Development of a Data Sharing Platform to be used by data providers,
developers, and regulators. This includes the partners of the project. WESE
Data Platform will be made of a number of ICT services in order to have: (i)
a single web access point to relevant data (either produced within the
project or by others); (ii) Generation of Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) compliant requests to access data via command line (advanced
users); (iii) a dedicated cloud server to store frequently used data or data
that may not fit in existing Data Portals; and (iv) synchronized biological
data

and

environmental

parameters

automatically.
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2. Executive summary
A Decision Support Tool (DST) for the identification of the most feasible areas
for wave energy projects in the context of maritime spatial planning (MSP), has
been developed and implemented.
The DST is based on a conceptual model which considers the main
environmental, technical, and socio-economic factors that could influence
the suitability for the establishment of wave energy projects.
The conceptual model has been developed considering the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD) for the integrated consideration of the 16 types of
pressures and 27 ecosystem elements that could be affected by such
technologies.
The conceptual model has been operationalised using the Bayesian Belief
Network (BBN) approach. The BBN has demonstrated to be suitable for the
integration of the conceptual model, as it makes it possible to integrate
empirical information and expert knowledge when empirical information is not
available.
Two different but complementary tools have been developed. The first one,
WEC-ERA tool (Wave Energy Converters Ecological Risk Assessment tool), is an
open access web-app that permits the user to assess the ecological risk of
WECs. The user can analyse the risks associated to three different wave energy
technologies (i.e. OWC, OSWC and Wave Turbine) at their three life-cycle
phases (i.e. construction, operational and decommissioning). The assessment
is based on the integration of 16 pressure types and 27 ecosystem elements
according to the MSFD. The second tool is the VAPEM tool (Ecological
Assessment and Marine Spatial Planning Tool). This is a DST which integrates the
WEC-ERA information together with the technical and socio-ecological risks
linked to wave energy projects, into a Bayesian model. VAPEM tool is also an
open access web-app. This tool permits the user the exploration of predefined
scenarios or the generation of scenarios by the user. It provides information on
the feasibility of wave energy projects development under different technical,
environmental, and socio-economic conditions. The outcome of the
assessment is also provided as a spatially explicit feasibility map. VAPEM tool is
designed especially for managers and decision makers, but also for the
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industry or other kind of stakeholders, to inform about different options of
development of wave energy projects under MSP framework.
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3. Introduction
Globally, the theoretical energy potential from the waves has been calculated
as 29,500 TWh· year-1, and combined with the energy of tides, it is estimated
on 337 GW by 20501. According to the Blue Economy last report2, the EU is the
main developer of ocean energy technology, with the objective of installing
100 GW of ocean energy capacity by 2050, providing 10% of Europe´s
electricity.
The European Green Deal (European Commission, 2019) aims EU to be climateneutral by 2050, with a share of marine renewables of at least 32% of the EU’s
gross final energy consumption by 2030 (European Commission, 2020b),
making ocean energy a pillar of both the Green Deal and the EU’s Blue Growth
strategy. The European Commission has adopted the European offshore
renewable energy strategy (European Commission, 2020a) to give a strategic
direction for the ambitious development and integration of this type of energy
by 2030 and 2050. The offshore renewable energy strategy will address a wide
range of policy objectives, among others, aiming at ensuring sustainability and
environmental and biodiversity protection; and grasping the whole potential
of the blue economy by addressing maritime spatial planning policies.
WECs may add stress to already crowded marine ecosystems in addition to
other anthropogenic uses and will pose new pressures and impacts difficult to
estimate. One of the future challenges for European regional Seas is the
alignment of the sustainable use of the marine resources with the maintenance
of ecosystem health and functioning, as demanded by the EU Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD; Directive 2008/56/EC) (Stelzenmüller et al., 2015).
EU Maritime Spatial Planning Directive (MSPD; Directive 2014/89/EU) expresses
the need to consider the “collective pressure of all activities is kept within levels
compatible with the achievement of Good Environmental Status (GES) and
that the capacity of marine ecosystems to respond to human-induced
changes is not compromised”. Thus, when managing existing activities and
new strategic activities, it is needed to assess the economic, social, and
The Future of the Ocean Economy: Exploring the prospects for emerging ocean industries to 2030.
Ocean Energy Discussion Paper. Prepared by Eoin Sweeney, ITO Consult Ltd Funded by the Technology
Collaboration Programme on Ocean Energy Systems (OES) JUNE 2015
2
Blue Economy, 2018. The 2018 annual economic report on the EU blue economy. Eur. Comm.
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/ 79299d10-8a35-11e8-ac6a01aa75ed71a1
1
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environmental implications. In one hand, the potential conflicts between
existing and new activities, but also the potential environmental implications
of new activities.
According to O’Hagan (2016) the majority of countries which have some form
of MSP in place do not reflect ocean energy in terms of either reserved or preallocated zones for future ocean energy activity. Hence, it is important to have
sound marine and energy policies translated into good MSP practices in
balancing the WEC siting factors and finding suitable WEC sites (Azzellino et al.,
2013; Galparsoro et al., 2012; Quero García et al., 2020). Under EU MSPD, all
plans must be subjected to a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
(Directive 2001/42/EC), intended to take environmental considerations into
account at the earliest possible stage in decision-making (Azzellino et al.,
2011). Assessing and mitigating impacts is a mandatory requirement under SEA
and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directives (Directive 2014/52/EU) procedures that are also applied in other countries worldwide (Chaker et al.,
2006; Dalal-Clayton and Sadler, 2005; Wood, 2013). Determining the risk for
each potential interaction between a component of an ocean energy device
or system (stressors) and each vulnerable group of species, habitats, or
ecosystem elements (receptors) represents a method by which the scientific
community can provide advice to regulators, stakeholders, and the
developing industry (Boehlert and Gill, 2010; Copping et al., 2015; Iglesias et al.,
2018; Ingram et al., 2011; Polagye et al., 2011).
The project planning, MSP, and consenting process should review all siting
considerations comprehensively, based on a comprehensive list of siting
criteria. For that purpose, dedicated DSTs will be developed and implemented
to assist in the process of data integration and modelling. DSTs are softwarebased intermediaries that provide support in evidence-based decision-making
process (Pınarbaşı et al., 2017). Tools lead users, including managers, but also,
scientists, industry, or NGOs, among others, through clear steps and support
decision making. Hence, DSTs can be used, in a more systematic and objective
manner, to support decision making processes and alternative management
plan development, including ecosystem-based MSP.
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4. Objectives
The main objective of the present deliverable is to develop a decision support
tools and conceptual model for the identification of the most suitable areas
for the development and deploying of MRE in the Portuguese and Spanish
Atlantic area.
For that purpose, specific objectives were defined:
1. Definition of a conceptual model.
2. Adoption and adaptation of existing frameworks.
3. Implementation of the framework into a model.
4. Model feeding.
5. Operationalisation of the model into a web tool.
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5. Development and implementation of a decision
support tool for wave energy development in the
context of maritime spatial planning
The workflow applied for the integrated and spatially explicit feasibility analysis
of wave energy platforms is shown in Figure 1. In Step 1, the conceptual model
that considers the environmental, technical, and social and economical
aspects that could define the suitability of an area for the development of
wave energy projects, was defined. In a second stage (Step 2), existing
frameworks were analysed. Next step (Step 3) of this task was the
operationalisation of the conceptual framework into a functional model, able
to create suitability maps. Specifically, Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) models
were used to create conceptual suitability models, meanwhile GIS tools were
used for input data preparation. In Step 4. Spatial information regarding to
above-mentioned parameters were given into the model as input. Finally, in
Step 5 the model was implemented into a publicly accessible web app tool
which allows an easy interface of different kind of users with the model.

1. Definition of a
conceptual model
2. Adoption and adaptation
of existing frameworks
3. Implementation of the
framework into a model
4. Feed the model
5. Operationalisation of the
model into a web tool
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Figure 1. Framework applied for the integrated and spatially explicit feasibility analysis of wave
energy platforms.

5.1 Definition of the conceptual model
The conceptual models will consider relevant technical parameters, potential
pressures, and environmental impacts, relevant ecosystem components that
could be affected and conflicting parameters in the context of technical,
environmental, and social dimensions of MSP and risk-analysis. It also takes into
consideration other aspects, such as potential of wave energy resource in the
Atlantic area, distribution of other potentially conflicting maritime activities,
legally

excluded

areas,

important

areas

for

relevant

environmental

components, and other suitability parameters that could be used to identify
most suitable areas for the development of MRE.

Figure 2. Conceptual model that considers relevant technical parameters, potential pressures
and environmental impacts, relevant ecosystem components that could be affected and
conflicting parameters in the context of technical, environmental, and social dimensions
15
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of Maritime Spatial Planning and risk-analysis.

5.2 Adoption and adaptation of existing frameworks
The conceptual model was aligned with the EU MSFD and EU MSPD. In terms
of the ecological risk assessment (ERA), a total of 16 potential pressures were
considered, and classified into three themes: biological, physical, and
introduction to the environment of substances/litter/energy (Table 1). Each
pressure was characterised according to its likelihood (PL) and intensity (PI). In
terms of the ecosystem elements sensitivity (EES) to pressures, a total of 27
elements were considered (Table 2), which were divided into: (i) species,
including marine cephalopods, fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals; (ii) seabed
and the water column (pelagic) habitats, as well as their associated biological
communities

(macroalgae,

macroinvertebrates);

and

(iii)

ecosystems,

including physical and hydrological characteristics, chemical characteristics,
biological structure, food webs, functions and processes.

Table 1.
List of anthropogenic pressures on the marine environment according to the
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD; Annex III, Table 2a) (of particular relevance
for Articles 8 (1a and 1b), 9, 10 and 11).

Theme
Biological

Short name
NIS
Pathogens
GenMod
BiolChange
BioDisturb
Extraction

Physical

PhysDisturb
PhysLoss

HydroChang
e
Nutrients

Pressure
Input or spread of non-indigenous species (NIS).
Input of microbial pathogens.
Input of genetically modified species and
translocation of indigenous species.
Loss of, or change to, natural biological communities
due to cultivation of animal or plant species.
Disturbance of species (e.g. where they breed, rest
and feed) due to human presence.
Extraction of, or mortality/injury to, wild species (by
commercial and recreational fishing and other
activities).
Physical disturbance to seabed (temporary or
reversible).
Physical loss (due to permanent change of seabed
substrate or morphology and to extraction of seabed
substrate).
Changes to hydrological conditions.
Input of nutrients - diffuse sources, point sources,
atmospheric deposition.
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Pressure
Input of organic matter - diffuse sources and point
sources.
Input of other substances (e.g. synthetic substances,
non-synthetic substances, radionuclides) - diffuse
sources, point sources, atmospheric deposition, acute
events.
Input of litter (solid waste matter, including micro-sized
litter).
Input of anthropogenic sound (impulsive, continuous).
Input of other forms of energy (including
electromagnetic fields, light and heat).
Input of water - point sources (e.g. brine).

Table 2.
List of ecosystem components according to the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD; Annex III, Table 1).

Theme

Ecosystem elements

Species

Species groups of marine
birds, mammals, reptiles,
fish and cephalopods of
the marine region or
subregion

Habitats

Broad habitat types of the
water column (pelagic)
and seabed (benthic), or
other habitat types,
including their associated
biological communities
throughout the marine
region or subregion

Possible parameters and
characteristics
Spatial and temporal variation per
species or population:
-distribution, abundance and/or
biomass
-size, age, and sex structure
-fecundity, survival, and
mortality/injury rates
-behaviour including movement and
migration
-habitat for the species (extent,
suitability)
-Species composition of the group
Per habitat type:
-habitat distribution and extent (and
volume, if appropriate)
-species composition, abundance
and/ or biomass (spatial and temporal
variation)
-size and age structure of species (if
appropriate)
-physical, hydrological, and chemical
characteristics
Additionally, for pelagic habitats:
-chlorophyll a concentration
-plankton bloom frequencies and
spatial extent
Spatial and temporal variation in:
-temperature and ice
17
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Possible parameters and
characteristics
-hydrology (wave and current
regimes; upwelling, mixing, residence
time, freshwater input; sea level)
-bathymetry
-turbidity (silt/sediment loads),
transparency, sound
-seabed substrate and morphology
-salinity, nutrients (N, P), organic
carbon, dissolved gases (pCO2, O2)
and pH
-links between habitats and species of
marine birds, mammals, reptiles, fish
and cephalopods
-pelagic-benthic community structure
-productivity

Ecosystems, Ecosystem structure,
including
functions, and processes,
food webs
comprising:
-physical and hydrological
characteristics
-chemical characteristics
-biological characteristics
-functions and processes

5.3 Operationalisation of the conceptual model
The conceptual model and framework described before, was operationalised
by its implementation in a BBN, which is described in the subsequent sections.
5.3.1

Bayesian belief networks

BBNs are multivariate statistical models that belong to the family of probabilistic
graphical models. BBNs consist of two parts: a qualitative component, more
precisely a directed acyclic graph (DAG), that represents the dependence
and independence relationships among the variables in the model; and a
quantitative part, which represents the relationships among the variables by
means of a set of conditional probability distributions. Depending on the
nature of the data, BBNs can be discrete, continuous or hybrid. Discrete
networks are frequently used in the literature, and they consist in models whose
variables are discrete or have been discretized, i.e., every variable in the
model has a finite number of states. In discrete networks, the conditional
probability distributions are represented by conditional probability tables
(CPTs), which can be learnt from data, elicited by expert knowledge or both.
BBNs are increasingly used in the expert domain due to its graphical
component, which allows a participatory modelling, for instance, to represent
causal relationships between different parts of a system. Moreover, BBNs are a
powerful tool in the marine planning context due to the potential inclusion of
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expert knowledge and empirical data. In the context of scarce data
availability, the use of expert knowledge to populate the CPTs is widespread.
The wave energy model integrates environmental, technical, and social
dimensions. As it was described in Section 4.1, a conceptual framework was
firstly defined (Figure 2) and, secondly, adapted to a model that incorporates
the available and needed data for its operationalisation into a BBN. ¡Error! No
se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shows a simplified representation of
the wave energy model, in which the type of node regarding the origin of the
data (expert or real) is specified. All the variables in the model are discrete, or
discretized, and both real data and expert elicitation were used to populate
the CPTs. Real data was used to feed the spatially explicit nodes, whereas
expert knowledge was intended to determine the CPTs of the non-spatial
nodes. For the sake of simplicity, set of nodes are represented as squares, while
single nodes are represented as ellipses. ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la
referencia. shows the full BBN model constructed.

Figure 3. Simplified representation of the wave energy model.

Structure of the full Bayesian network model constructed. Interactions between
multiple stressors are combined using several pathways and the CPTs to
19
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calculate outcomes. Violet coloured nodes represent the characteristics of the
wave energy project assessed. Blue nodes represent the 16 pressure types,
according to MSFD. Green nodes represent the sensitivity of the 27 ecosystem
components, according to the MSFD; while the red nodes, represent the risk of
the project to each individual ecosystem element. All of these result into the
total ecological risk (violet nodes).
Besides, the orange coloured nodes represent the risks associated to the
technical dimension based on six parameters. The yellow nodes represent the
limiting or excluding factors associated to social and economical conflicts with
other sectors. Finally, the white-coloured nodes, represent the final integrated
feasibility obtained as a result of the combination of the environmental,
technical and socioeconomic feasibility. In the subsequent sections, the BBN
structure for each dimension is described.
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Figure 4. Structure of the full Bayesian network model constructed. The final node, integrated feasibility (white-colored) results from the
combination of the total environmental risk, technical feasibility, and conflicts with other (limiting or excluding) activities. Yellow-colored nodes
represent the social dimension (conflicts); orange-colored nodes represent the technical dimension; the remaining nodes represent the
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environmental dimension, which includes the pressure nodes (blue), sensibility to pressure nodes (green) and risk nodes (red).
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5.3.1.1 Ecological Risk Assessment
Ecological risk can be described as the likelihood and magnitude of adverse
effects from stressors to ecological receptors (Figure 5). ERAs (Hope, 2006)
could be used to link a certain operational activity with the vulnerability of
ecosystem components and with the occurrence and magnitude of pressures
that such activity could pose in the environment. To assess the total risk and
the identification of management measures that could be adopted for
minimising the potential environmental impact.

Figure 5. General framework implemented for the Ecological Risk Assessment.

Figure 6 shows the piece of BBN involving the environmental dimension, i.e.,
the pressures produced by each technology, the sensitivity of different
environmental components (e.g., mammals, marine birds, seafloor, etc.) to
these pressures and their risk.
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Figure 6. Environmental dimension of the wave energy model. Blue nodes represent each of the pressures considered in the model, while the
green nodes represent the sensitivity of each of the 27 ecosystem components to each pressure and the estimated risk (red). The model
calculates the total pressures and the total environmental risks (violet).
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5.3.1.2 Technical Assessment
The current wave energy technology has a number of requirements to select
a suitable location, including the depth or seafloor type. Moreover, the wave
power is an important factor to consider when determining technically feasible
locations. Other factors considered in this model are the distances to coast,
nearest port, and nearest electrical substation. Figure 7 shows the piece of BBN
that reflects this technical assessment.

Figure 7. Six parameters used for the estimation of the integrated technical feasibility.

5.3.1.3 Social and economical risk assessment
The interaction of different activities taking place in the same location is a
challenge that needs to be tackled when planning suitable locations for new
wave energy collectors. In this regard, 16 excluding and two limiting factors
are considered in the model. Excluding factors are incompatible activities or
uses of the space, such as marine protected areas, bathing waters or dredging
areas. Limiting factors are compatible but limiting activities, such as maritime
traffic or fishing. Figure 8 shows the piece of BBN that represents possible
conflicts between the infrastructure of WECs and the economic activities
considered.
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Figure 8. Social dimension (conflicts) of the wave energy model.

5.4 Model feeding
All the variables in the wave energy model are discrete, or have been
discretized, and both real data and expert knowledge were used to populate
the CPTs. Real data was used to feed the spatially explicit nodes, for instance,
the wave power, whereas expert knowledge was intended to determine the
CPTs of the non-spatial nodes, such as the pressures produced by a wave
energy technology.
The definition of the non-spatial node’ CPTs is explained in section 4.4.1. The
data source, characteristics and discretization of the spatial data is described
in section 4.4.2.
5.4.1

Definition of non-spatial node’ CPTs

The CPTs of the non-spatial nodes were defined by expert knowledge or
applying some criteria. The following sections are intended to explain each set
of nodes. Notation: boldfaced uppercase letters refer to set of nodes; italic
uppercase letters refer to single nodes.
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5.4.1.1 Pressure nodes
Pressure nodes (P) are multinomial variables (with states ‘High’, ‘Moderate’,
‘Low’ and ‘None’) and are dependent on the type of project (Oscillating
Wave Converter -OWC-, wave turbine or Oscillating Surge Wave Converter OWSC-)

and

its

phase

of

execution

(installation,

operational

or

decommissioning). The CPTs of the 16 P nodes were populated by expert
elicitation during a two-round survey.
5.4.1.2 Sensibility-to-pressure nodes
Sensibility-to-pressure nodes (S) are multinomial variables (with states ‘High’,
‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’) and are defined for each environmental
component. For a given component, the CPTs of the 16 S nodes were
populated by expert knowledge during a two-round survey.
5.4.1.3 Risk nodes
Risk nodes represent the risk of each component of the environment to each
pressure produced by each technology and project phase. Risk nodes (R) are
multinomial variables (with states ‘High’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’) and
depend on both the pressure (P) and the sensibility-to-pressure (S) of each
component. The risk nodes are defined deterministically, following this rule: the
state for a node R is the highest taken by both parents (S, P), with ‘Low’ <
’Moderate’ < ’High’. However, if either P or S are ‘None’, then R is also ‘None’,
i.e., no risk is taken if either the pressure or the sensibility is negligible.
5.4.1.4 Total nodes
The 16 pressure nodes (P) and risk nodes (R) are aggregated into 3 categories:
biological, physical, and other, which are then combined in a Total pressure
and Total risk node, respectively. The CPTs of the eight ‘total’ nodes (X), which
are multinomial variables with 4 states (‘High’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’),
are computed assigning a weight to each state of the parent nodes (which
are also multinomial with 4 states). More precisely, for the states ‘High’,
‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’, the weight (w) assigned were 3, 2, 1, and 0,
respectively. For each combination of the parent states, the mean value of
the weight (𝑤
̅) is computed and a state (‘High’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ or ‘None’)
for a node X is assigned following this discretization:
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𝑤
̅≤0
0<𝑤
̅≤1
1<𝑤
̅≤2
𝑤
̅>2

5.4.1.5 Excluding factor node
The excluding factor node (E) is a binomial variable with states ‘Yes’ and ‘No’,
which depends on the presence/absence of 16 maritime uses or activities.
These activities are considered to be incompatible with the new installation of
a WEC. Therefore, node E will take the value ‘Yes’ if any of the 16 activities is
present, and ‘No’ otherwise.
5.4.1.6 Other uses node
The other uses node (U) is a multinomial variable with 4 states (‘High’,
‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’) that summarizes the excluding factor node (E)
and the limiting factor nodes (L). The L nodes are fishing effort and maritime
traffic, both being multinomial variables with 4 states (‘High’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’
and ‘None’). The other uses node is defined deterministically according to this
rule: the state for U is the highest taken by the L nodes, with ‘None’ < ‘Low’ <
’Moderate’ < ’High’, as long as E = ‘No’. When E = ‘Yes’, the node U takes the
value ‘None’.
5.4.1.7 Technical feasibility node
The technical feasibility node (Z) is a multinomial variable with 4 states (‘High’,
‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’) that depends on six factors: wave power (W),
seafloor score (F), depth (D), distance to port (DP), distance to coast (DC) and
distance to an electric substation (DS). These factors are spatially explicit
variables, discretized into a different number of states. Different weights (w)
were assigned to each state of the parent nodes, adjusting the importance of
each variable as follows:
State
High
Moderate
Low
None
Shallow
Medium
Deep

Weight
W
3
2
0
-1

Weight
F
3
2
0
-1

Weight
D

3
2
0
28

Weight
DP
0
1
2

Weight
DC
0
1
2
-1

Weight
DS
0
1
2
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The state of node Z is ‘None’ if either W or F are set to ‘N’ (i.e., negligible wave
power or seafloor score exclude a potential location). Otherwise, the mean
value of the weights (𝑤
̅) is computed for each combination of the parent
nodes’ states, obtaining a range between -0.5 and 2.5. In order to obtain the
distribution of Z, 𝑤
̅ is discretized as follows:
𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝐿𝑜𝑤
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
{

𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ

−0.5 ≤ 𝑤
̅ < 1⁄3
1⁄ ≤ 𝑤
4
3 ̅ < ⁄3
4⁄ ≤ 𝑤
7
3 ̅ < ⁄3
𝑤
̅ ≥ 7⁄3

5.4.1.8 Integrated feasibility node
The integrated feasibility node (Y) is a multinomial variable with 4 states (‘High’,
‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ and ‘None’) that depends on the technical feasibility (Z),
other uses (U) and total risk (XTR). To obtain the probability distribution of node
Y, a weight (w) was assigned to each state of its parent nodes, as follows:
State
Weight Z Weight U Weight XTR
High
3
-1
-1
Moderate
2
0
0
Low
0
2
2
None
-1
3
3
The state of Y is set to ‘None’ if any of its parent states is set to a state whose w
= -1. Otherwise, the mean value of the weights (𝑤
̅) is computed for each
combination of the parent nodes’ states, obtaining a range between -1 and
3. In order to obtain the distribution of Y, 𝑤
̅ is discretized as follows:
𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝐿𝑜𝑤
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
{

𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ

−1 ≤ 𝑤
̅ < 2⁄3
5
2⁄ ≤ 𝑤
3 ̅ < ⁄3
5⁄ ≤ 𝑤
8
3 ̅ < ⁄3
𝑤
̅ ≥ 8⁄3
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Description of spatial data

The spatial data were obtained from different publicly available datasets. A
reference grid of 1 km resolution is used as the unit of observation, which is
based on the ETRS89 Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area coordinate reference
system. The geographical scope of the model is the Macaronesia, Bay of
Biscay, and Iberian Coast offshore areas up to 200 m depth, covering the
marine jurisdiction of France, Spain and Portugal.
The spatial dataset is composed of variables belonging to the environmental,
technical, and social (human activities) components. In the case of the
environmental components, five of them correspond to groups of species
(mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and cephalopods). In order to quantify these
variables, an index of “special interest”, named index G, was computed for
each group of species. This index is obtained from another, called index S,
which is computed for each single species and considers the following:
•

The probability of presence of the species in a cell.

•

The proportion of cells in the study area where de species has a
probability of presence ≥0.5, to measure the rareness of the species in
the study area.

•

The degree of risk to species, according to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature's (IUCN) risk status.

For a given species, its rareness and risk are constant in the study area,
therefore index S varies according to the probability of presence only. On the
other hand, the index G is the maximum between 1) the average of the index
S of the species belonging to the corresponding group and 2) an indicator
function that takes the value 1 if any of the index S is ≥0.9 or all the species
have a threatened status of ‘vulnerable’ or higher, and 0 otherwise.

Table 3 List of spatially explicit variables, description and discretization values used for the
Bayesian Network development
Node set
Environmental
component

Node name
Fish presence

Description
Cells of special value regarding
fish species. Computed as index
G.
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Description
Cells of special value regarding
mammal species. Computed as
index G.
Cells of special value regarding
reptile species. Computed as
index G.
Cells of special value regarding
bird species. Computed as index
G.
Cells of special value regarding
cephalopod species. Computed
as index G.

Environmental
component

Mammal
presence

Environmental
component

Reptile
presence

Environmental
component

Bird presence

Environmental
component

Cephalopod
presence

Environmental
component

Seabed
presence

Most frequent seabed substrate
type in a cell.

Technical
component

Seafloor type

Percentage of sedimentary
seabed in a cell

Technical
component

Wave power

Mean wave power (KW/m) in a
cell

Technical
component

Depth

Mean depth in a cell (meters)

Technical
component

Distance to port

Distance from center of cell to
nearest port, avoiding land (Km)

Technical
component

Distance to
coast

Straight distance from center of
cell to coast (Km)

Technical
component

Distance to
electrical
substations

Straight distance from center of
cell to nearest electrical
substation

Human activities

Cable

Presence/absence of cables
(buffer 500 m)

Human activities

Dredging

Presence/absence of dredging
sites (buffer 500 m)

Human activities

Human activities

Aggregates
Presence/absence of aggregates
extraction areas
extraction areas (buffer 500 m)

Ports

Discretization
Y: [0, 0.5)
N: [0,5, 1]
Y: [0, 0.5)
N: [0,5, 1]
Y: [0, 0.5)
N: [0,5, 1]
Y: [0, 0.5)
N: [0,5, 1]
Y: non-rocky seabed
majority
N: rocky seabed
majority
N: 0%
L: (0, 50) %
M: [50, 90) %
H: [90, 100] %
N: [0, 10)
L: [10, 20)
M: [20, 29)
H: [29, 47]
Deep: [-200, -100)
Medium: [-100, -50)
Shallow: [-50, 0]
L: [0, 30)
M: [30, 100)
H: [100, 600]
N: [0, 1) (coastal
cell)
L: [0.9, 30)
M: [30, 100)
H: [100, 400]
L: [0, 30) km
M: [30, 100) km
H: [100, 600] km
Y: presence of
cables
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
dredging sites
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
aggregates
extraction areas
N: otherwise (or
unknown)

Presence/absence of ports (buffer
Y: presence of ports
1 km)
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Description

Discretization

N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Presence/absence of “in
Y: presence of
Ocean energy
development” or “operational”
devices
devices
ocean energy devices (buffer 500
N: otherwise (or
m)
unknown)
Y: presence of oil or
Presence/absence of areas of
gas areas
Oil and gas
“exploitation” or “exploration” of
N: otherwise (or
oil or gas
unknown)
Y: presence of
Presence/absence of pipelines
pipelines
Pipelines
(buffer 500 m)
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
dredge soil dumping
Dredge spoil
Presence/absence of dredge
sites
dumping
spoil dumping sites (buffer 500 m)
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
dumped munition
Dumped
Presence/absence of dumped
sites
munitions
munitions sites (buffer 500 m)
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of urban
Presence/absence of urban
waste discharge
Urban waste
waste discharge sites (buffer 500
points
discharge
m)
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Evaluation of bathing waters.
Y: bathing waters
Possible values are excellent,
have been
Bathing waters
good, sufficient, poor and not
evaluated
evaluated
N: otherwise
Y: presence of
Presence/absence of fish or
aquaculture sites
Aquaculture
shellfish aquaculture sites (buffer
N: otherwise (or
500 m)
unknown)
Presence/absence of marine
Y: presence of MPAs
Protected areas
protected areas (MPAs)
N: otherwise (or
incompatible with other activities
unknown)
Y: presence of sea
Presence/absence of sea
motorways
Sea motorway
motorways
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
Cultural
Presence/absence of cultural cultural heritage sites
heritage
heritage sites
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
Y: presence of
touristic sites
Tourism
Presence/absence of touristic sites
N: otherwise (or
unknown)
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Description

Human activities

Fishing effort

Number of fishing vessels above
15 m length

Human activities

Maritime traffic

Vessel density (Hours/Km2*moth)

Discretization
N: NA
L: [2, 5)
M: [5, 20)
H: [20, 1800]
N: [0, 1.22)
L: [1.22, 3.29)
M: [3.29, 6.73)
H: [6.73, 2.2*104)

5.5 Development of decision support tools
Two tools have been developed in Shiny (https://shiny.rstudio.com), a
package of R (https://cran.r-project.org) programming open source language
that facilitates the creation of interactive web applications.

5.5.1

Wave Energy Converters Ecosystem Risk Assessment tool

The ERA model has been integrated into a web tool (WEC-ERA tool), which
can be freely accessed on https://azti.shinyapps.io/wec-era. The users and
managers can interact with the model in a simple way, thanks to a friendly
graphical user interface. Having defined the characteristics of the project
proposed, the most relevant difficulties (scaled according to their intensity and
probability of occurrence) and the EES of greatest interest are visualized and
represented in interactive plots and tables. Finally, the tool also provides an
integrated ERA matrix for the assessed project. The outputs and graphs can be
downloaded by the user. This first tool is not spatially explicit.
A detailed technical description of the underlaying concepts and the way the
WEC-ERA tool was developed is provided in:
•

Galparsoro, I., M. Korta, I. Subirana, Á. Borja, I. Menchaca, S. O., I. Muxika,
G. Iglesias, J. Bald, Submitted. A new framework and tool for ecological
risk assessment of wave energy converters projects. Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews.
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Figure 9. Front page of the Ecological Risk Assessment tool for Wave Energy Converters

(https://azti.shinyapps.io/wec-era).

5.5.2

Decision support tool for wave energy development in the context of
maritime spatial planning

For technical reasons, a slightly simplified version of the above described WECs
feasibility model was integrated into a web tool called VAPEM tool. This tool
represents an interactive interface between the model and the user. The tool
permits the user to define, explore and visualise the results of different
scenarios, being a spatially explicit tool.
Within the main menu of the tool, the WECs feasibility model developed in
WESE project is accessible by the user (Figure 10).
Once the WECs feasibility model has been selected, the user can explore
different pre-defined scenarios which define different environmental, socioeconomic or technical factors that could influence in the feasibility of different
geographical locations for the development of wave energy projects (Figure
11), or the user can generate their own scenario by assigning different values
to the parameters of the wave energy model that define the feasibility for the
development of wave energy projects (Figure 12).
The user can also visualize and explore the full model and analyse the
consequences of changing values (evidences) of the different factors
influencing the final feasibility of the development of wave energy projects
(Figure 13). Finally, the user can visualize the results of its own scenario as bar
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charts (Figure 14) or as a map representing the geographical distribution of the
feasibility for wave energy projects development (Figure 15). The user has the
option of visualising the final feasibility map and the background maps of
factors influencing the final feasibility value. The tool also provides some
visualisation modifications options (map colours, etc.), as well as the option of
downloading the final map as a GIS layer.

Front page of the VAPEM tool in which the Wave Energy Converters
feasibility model has been integrated (marked with the yellow box).

Figure 10.
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Figure 11. Screenshot with the pre-defined scenarios when running the Wave Energy

Converters feasibility model.

Figure 12. Screenshot of the panel in which the user can define its own scenarios for

the identification of feasible areas for the development of wave energy
projects.
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Figure 13. Visualization of the full Wave Energy Converters feasibility model. The user

can change the values of the factors influencing the feasibility of wave
energy projects.

Figure 14. Bar

chart visualization of the feasibility for wave energy projects
development based on input values and definition of scenarios.
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Figure 15. Integrated feasibility map for wave energy projects development.
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6. Future works
Next steps in the development and implementation of a DST for wave energy
development in the context of maritime spatial planning, considers the use of
such tool to produce wave energy projects suitability maps for MRE in the
Portuguese and Spanish Atlantic area, which will conform the main results of
Deliverable 5.3 of WP5.
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